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If we needed more evidence Canada’s infrastructure is 
in dire need of attention, we now have it.

A report from of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, 
The Infrastructure that Matters Most, was released 
this week. It warns the state of Canada’s trade-related 
highways, corridors and ports is suffering. A new 
national investment plan, a bigger commitment to work 
hand-in-hand with industry, is needed from Canada’s 
governments.

Here’s one piece of data the report highlights: less 
than a decade ago, a survey by the World Economic Forum ranked Canada’s overall 
infrastructure 10th against 23 other nations. In 2015, we slid to 23rd, ahead only of Great 
Britain.

This is alarming. Strong, efficient infrastructure — highways, ports and border crossings 
that are connected and working together — acts like the arteries that keep trade alive. 
And trade, responsible for more than 60 per cent of Canada’s gross domestic product, 
is the lifeblood of the economy, our standard of living and the social programs in this 
country that are envied around the world.

The chamber’s report comes on the heels of the Emerson report on Canada’s 
Transportation Act Review, tabled in Parliament last February. The two combined make 
a clarion call — a klaxon — for the national, provincial and municipal governments to 
renew trade infrastructure as a national priority. In fact, David Emerson, the former 
minister of international trade, calls this a “nation-building” imperative.

That’s because while Canada has done much to elevate trade infrastructure in past 
investment schemes — the Building Canada Fund and the Asia Pacific Gateway and 
Corridors Initiative, for example — there are signs we are at risk now of falling behind. 1
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The economy has been battered by the Great Recession and the plummet in the world oil prices. Although Canada has gained from trade 
deals such as NAFTA, new trade agreements such as the Trans Pacific Partnership present both an opportunity and a peril.

The TPP, for example, expands access to a world of markets for our goods; it also expands access that nine new countries will have to 
Canada’s traditional trading market of North America. Those countries are hungry and ready to compete. Some have already coordinated 
investment to boost their trade infrastructure. This pulls the World Economic Forum’s ranking of the declining quality of Canada’s overall 
infrastructure into focus.

Western Canada, which punches well above its weight in trade, cannot get left behind. The Asia Pacific Gateway, the West’s most recent 
trade-infrastructure investment plan put a total $3.5 billion into connecting western ports, highways and trade hubs. This money helped 
build Winnipeg’s CentrePort Way. But it’s nearing its end date. We need a new plan, one that sees industry and the public sector pulling 
together.

The Trudeau government has laid out its priorities. It is putting $60 billion into an updated 10-year Building Canada Fund, and another $60 
billion is earmarked specifically for social, transit and green infrastructure. That’s a record level of investment for national infrastructure 
projects.

Yet, the chamber report notes that trade infrastructure “the one that is most integral to the economic well-being of everyday Canadians 
has yet to be endorsed as a top priority.”

The Manitoba Heavy Construction Association joins the Canadian Chamber of Commerce in pointing out Canada cannot afford to 
squander the gains made in the past, or to miss the horizon of opportunities in a shifting global trade environment.

As chamber president Perrin Beatty says: “There is the infrastructure we want, like parks and hockey rinks, (and) the infrastructure we 
need, like schools and hospitals. Then there is the infrastructure that pays for these things — and that is trade infrastructure.”

While we need to be strategic in each of the categories, we must first focus on those investments that grow the economy — for a balanced 
funding of all of them.

Our association urges governments at all levels to make trade infrastructure a higher priority, balanced alongside green, social and transit 
infrastructure investment as part of a nation-building imperative to secure our economic and social well-being.
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EXTRA CITY ROAD WORK?
City Council on Wednesday, July 13 voted to add work to the 2016 streets renewal season. Two decisions were made, flowing from the 
Standing Committee on Infrastructure Renewal and Public Works. 

First, any surplus from the 2016 season for streets renewal will be added to the schedule of street works with five streets (Logan, Salter, 
Salter, Stradbrook, St. Anne’s) designated for Thick Overlay and one, Plessis, for mill and fill. There are seven streets identified for 
sidewalk work (Clarence, Chevrier, Murray Park, Mountain, Sheppard, Church and Logan).

No specific dollar figure was given. Administration said at this point no surplus is being projected in the regional/local streets renewal 
program.

Second, council voted to take $8 million of the 2017 capital budget for regional and local streets as “first charge” into the 2016 season – as 
“extension of existing contracts.” None of this work will be tendered. The chief administrative office was given authority to approve any 
over-expenditures arising from the extension of contracts. 

The list of streets is composed of one street from each ward. “As no pre-engineering has been performed it may not be possible to start 
and complete all construction of the full list of local street renewals identified.” The administration told council that the engineering work 
required is so small that construction could begin quickly. Only street rehabilitation was considered.

Whatever is spent (of the $8 million) will reduce the amount of tendered work in 2017 in the regional and local street renewal program. 
The 2017 budget for regional and local street renewal is forecast at $94.4 million, $60.5 of which is for local street renewal.

Streets identified under the $8 million in added work are: Manhattan Ave (from CPR to Kent St.); South Dr. (from Wildwood to Point 
Rd); Andrews St (from Selkirk to Dufferin); Machray (from Robertson to Cairnsmore); Grosvenor (from Cambridge to Montrose); Pine 
Valley (Country Club to Country Club); Lake St (Assiniboine to Portage); St. Matthews (Dominion to Goulding); Kinkora (Southboine 
to Berkley); Lakewood Blvd (Weatherstone Pl to Edgewater Dr); Weaver Bay, north leg (Parkville to Pulberry); Kilkenny (Patricia to 
Radcliffe); Linden Ave. (Woodvale to Henderson); and Kildare (Wayota to Widlake).

Chris Lorenc, B.A., LL.B., 
MHCA President
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MHCA BOARD OF DIRECTOR MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
West St. Paul, Manitoba - The MHCA Board of Director’s met on June 29, 2016 and below are highlights of matters it considered.
PROVINCIAL BUDGET 
The provincial budget tabled by the government May 31, 2016. Its highlights include the following:

• Commitment to no less than $1 billion each year to strategic core infrastructure investment 
• Projected deficit of $890 million, down from the 2015/16 forecast level of $1.012 billion.
• Commitment to achieving budget balance within the second term of government.
• Capital commitment for highways of $540 million,  down $48 million from the 2015/16 level of $588 million. This reflects a $30 

million highways capital program reduction and an $18 million ESRA reduction
• Infrastructure investment to be strategic, focused on return-on-investment and impact on the economy
• Commitment to smart procurement, competitive tendering, an end to sole-sourced contracts and an end to forced union dues or 

unionization on public projects
• East Side Road Authority (ESRA) to be rolled into Manitoba Infrastructure (MI)

CITY BUDGET
A presentation was made to the City Infrastructure Renewal & Public Works Committee on June 28, 2016. The committee was urged to 
allocate any budget surplus to TBO and mill-and-fills; to adopt - in September - steps to streamline its budget, design allocation, tender 
and contract award process.

CBYD & UTILITY LOCATES MEETING
The MHCA hosted a stakeholders meeting to discuss CBYD and Utility Locates. Next steps highlights: 
  

A. Information - distribute information clarifying the roles, responsibilities and expectations from, and of, all players; offer a FAQ to 
address common occurrences and related advice. The MHCA to distribute.
  
B. Subject Matters Expert (SME) Working Group - industry practitioners and service providers to identify immediate concerns to be 
addressed to mitigate and address known obstacles to timely, consistent service; ensure that the same group meets post 2016 season 
to learn from the season; and then annual pre and post season meetings to offer market experience driven advice in support of 
continuous improvement. 
  
C. Manitoba Common Ground Alliance (MCGA) - pursue advocacy promoting best practices; build support coalition; solicit 
government assistance in support of universal utility participation as a matter of sound public interest/safety policy and push for 
legislation only as a last resort.
  
D. National Best Practices Committee - Matthew Neziol, Bayview Construction and Ed Kuypers, Manitoba Hydro named as Manitoba 
representatives to the National Best Practices Committee. It meets to review and recommend changes to the National Damage 
Prevention Best Practices and it has the final say on what is included in that document. 
See - http://www.canadiancga.com/page-790954 
  
E. Training – industry can access training for using the web portal (online, facilitated), by contacting AOC through info@
clickbeforeyoudigmb.com; advise how many participants and preferred dates/times. The AOC contact person is Sher Kirk, AOC 
Operations Director, ph 403.531.3718; cell 403.479.4732; email SLKirk@AlbertaOneCall.com 

  
MUNICIPAL/PROVINCIAL REGULATION OF AGGREGATE PITS & QUARRIES
The aggregate industry has not met with much success in its applications to establish quarry operations in Rosser and Springfield which 
on the face seemed to comply with applicable planning policies. There appears to be confusion associated with municipal authority under 
the Municipal and Planning Acts. The MHCA has raised its concerns in meetings and in writing to the provincial government. The RM 
of Springfield Aggregate Task Force seems stalled and not making much headway.

PLUMBER - COMPULSORY CERTIFICATION
“Apprenticeship Manitoba has received a request from industry to designate the trade of plumber as a compulsory certification trade.  
This means that ALL individuals performing plumbing activities would need to be:   A Certified Journeyperson or  an Apprentice in the 
trade, registered with Apprenticeship Manitoba.”  

The Board approved responding to indicate that the MHCA is not opposed to the concept of compulsory certification for the plumbing 
trade as applied for by the Mechanical Contractors Association (MCA) the proponent in the context of its industry needs. The MHCA 
is however absolutely opposed to any spillover impact upon the heavy construction industry. A letter in principle to the above effect was 
approved for submission.
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MEETING WITH MINISTER PEDERSEN
The MHCA had invited the Hon. Blaine Pedersen to the Board and past MHCA Chairs meeting to discuss and review the 2016-2017 
Highways Capital Program and matters related to the 2016 construction season. In summary, the points made by the Minister included 
the following:

• There is continued broad public support for investment in infrastructure
• Government has inherited a roughly $1 billion deficit. New government reviewing all programs including capital with a return on 

investment focus
• Commitment to at least $1 billion each year to core infrastructure - street sewer, water, highways, bridges with $1.037 billion for 

2016-2017; focus to be strategic, return on investment, grow the economy
• The definition of core infrastructure does not include healthcare, education, recreation 
• A $48 m reduction in highways capital program in 2016-2017 from previous year; $30 m reduction in the program and $18 m less 

in ESRA; net effect still 2nd highest highways capital program on record
• The 2015-2016 saw expenditures committed many of which were pre-election purposes
• The government will use open competitive bidding. There will be no sole source contract awards save for exceptional circumstances 
• ESRA contracts will be honored but the entire program and how it will fit into MI is being reviewed
• There will be an end to forced unionization and Project Labour Agreements (PLA)
• Workers will get back their right to secret ballot to choose whether to be represented by organized labor
• An objective is to spread the capital program around for best effect and not allocate just to major projects
• Will look to private sector for advice on practices to address cost control, efficiencies and strategies
• Recognize importance of early tendering, timely contract awards, annual and five year capital program
• Government wants to build and maintain relationships with stakeholders including the MHCA

General discussion
In opening discussion, the MHCA Chair and President noted that the industry does not attribute blame nor responsibility upon the 
current government - only elected April 19, 2016 - for a weaker economy generally. The combined impacts however of a depressed private 
sector market, slow contract awards by the city, no program dollars flowing from the federal government and reduced MI program have 
cumulatively created a weakened economic environment in which a very competitive industry now finds itself. These circumstances were 
not anticipated by industry, and frankly anyone.

Some of the comments made by Board members and past Chairs included the following:

• Industry absolutely needs budget and program predictability
• Economy generally speaking softer in 2016 and many companies out of work within 6-8 weeks
• Need lead time to organize; need tenders soon
• Industry has ramped up with investment in capital and HR; work across the economy has fallen off in 2016
• Can’t function as industry with peaks and valleys in programing - this is counterproductive to business growth & development, 

program flow, cost, jobs and negative impact on economy
• Companies have placed on hold office, HR and capital investment expansion because of a lack of work and this has a multiple ripple 

effect both locally and across the economy
• Market is incredibly competitive because industry has invested in growth and now the volume of work has noticeably dropped; there 

are more companies bidding for less work
• Grading, earthwork, land drainage investments needed - balance required in the program
• Concern about the negative impacts of not being part of the NWPTA which allows Crowns in western provinces to deny bidding to 

non-resident companies; SK allowing its Highways Department to inject local preference practices; Manitoba stands alone in open 
tendering/trade but in the current depressed markets in Western Canada, Manitoba companies losing out because of restrictive trade 
practices

• PST calculations and payments are extracted from Manitoba companies seeking to do business in SK. Are similar tax payments 
required of non-Manitoba resident companies to ensure at least a level tax field?

• Minister was encouraged and did embrace brace the ‘noses in, fingers out’ governance model to ensure that  program management 
ability that MI had earned over the last number of years is not lost in the program management review. That is imperative to efficient 
program management and orderly flow

• Minister urged to consider 7 pillars around which industry asks government to build its program which had been annually advanced 
to the previous government:

1. Predictable, sustainable, incremental budgets - no peaks and valleys
2. Program balance as between earthworks, grading, paying, bridges & structures, land drainage, to ensure industry remains 

healthy and competitive and that all aspects of infrastructure assets addressed
3. Need public Annual & Five Year Capital Program to understand the long term plans and priorities of government. This is 

information around which industry builds its capacity and competitiveness which ultimately benefits and extends the budget 
dollar value
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4. Need early tender schedule - best if available in the fall - with tendering late November to March/April to take advantage of 
access to competitive bidding 

5. Timely contract awards are key to enabling efficient scheduling and work completion
6. Rolling forward budget to enable smooth program flow and dollar allocation without the artificiality of ‘not spent therefore lost’ 

past practices
7. Application of six organizing principles, to infrastructure investment program, namely:

 i) Permanent, not ad hoc, no less so than healthcare, education
 ii) Focused on investments which grow the economy or enhance existing economy, as matters of first priority
 iii) Embrace innovation as part of entire program landscape including design, funding, procurement, construction,   
  rehabilitation and maintenance
 iv) Embrace partnerships with the private sector, the source of innovation and ingenuity
 v) Transparently dedicate a revenue stream to the program
 vi) Ensure annually reviews for accountability, adjustment and discipline to purpose

The Minister was thanked for having met, presented, listened to industry comments and concerns. The meeting was then adjourned.

As noted, the above only highlights areas under consideration by the Board at its meeting.

Pictured left: MHCA board 
members and Manitoba 
Infrastructure Minister Hon. 
Blaine Pederson met in West St. 
Paul on June 29, 2016. 

Upcoming MHCA Meetings
Education, Training and Gold Seal -
August 04, 2016 - MHCA Office - 12:00 Noon

MHCA Executive Committee Meeting -
September 07, 2016 - MHCA Office - 12:00 Noon

MHCA Board of Directors Meeting -
September 14, 2016  - Fort Garry Place - 12:00 Noon 

MHCA Executive Committee Meeting -
October 19, 2016 - MHCA Office - 12:00 Noon

MHCA Annual General Meeting -
November 18, 2016 - RBC Convention Centre - 9:30 am

MHCA Board of Directors Meeting -
November 18, 2016 - RBC Convention Centre - 11:00 am

MHCA Executive Committee Meeting -
November 30, 2016 - MHCA Office - 12:00 Noon

MHCA Executive Committee Meeting -
January 18, 2017 - MHCA Office - 12:00 Noon

MHCA Board of Directors Meeting -
January 25, 2017 - Location TBD - 12:00 Noon



There’s a lot to keep our pulses racing these days. Brexit, the US election, and recent violence stateside and 
overseas, have given rise to a new round of uncertainty. So much for our down-tools, kick-back-and-relax 
plans this summer – or those more leisurely pursuits that get our pulses running higher. Is all this negative 
stuff making for a different experience during the hot months?

Actually, there’s a key group that never gets to down-tools in the summer months the way the rest do. Summer is the time when farmers 
really get going (although many of them never really get to kick back at any time of the year!) While their pulses are typically racing right 
through the growing season, at the moment there’s something that has added a little something to their heart rates – for a very good set 
of reasons.

Food in general is a good business to be in these days. Key developments in agricultural technology have in the post-industrialization 
period have boosted efficiency in the sector exponentially. The resulting expansion of the world’s food supply has generally suppressed 
agricultural prices, pushing the industry to consolidate and seek the gains from economies of scale. But the tide is turning for this high 
output-low margin industry. Globalization has increased world wealth, most notably in the expanding ranks of the emerging market 
middle class. These nouveaux riches have an appetite for meat that’s hard to meet, and it’s putting exponential pressure on world supplies. 
Increasingly, demand is the issue, and those on the production side of the agriculture business are seeing it.

I saw it up close a week ago, in Toronto of all places. Delegates at the annual Pulse and Special Crops Convention were all smiles, and 
with good reason: their stuff is a hot-seller worldwide, and there seems to be no let-up in their near-future prospects. Try this on for size: 
exports in this space are rising by a staggering 15 per cent annually over the past 10 years, and growth is actually still accelerating! Most 
of the growth is coming from the sub-category of pulses, otherwise known as several varieties of peas and beans. They don’t really know 
the slow-growth world that others lament; their struggle is to keep pace with ever-ballooning world demand.

Who’s buying this stuff? India is the top market. It has been for at least 15 years, but has more recently pulled away from the pack, 
accounting for just over one-third of Canada’s global sales of pulses and special crops. Annual growth over the past 10 years has averaged 
an eye-popping 25 per cent. The fact is, there are other destinations where Canadian exports are growing even faster. Second-ranked 
Turkey is rising by 31 per cent annually, and very close behind are the UAE and Bangladesh, also in the top-10 for overall export sales. 
Emerging markets are definitely out in front in the growth rankings; on average, Canadian exports to non-OECD nations are rising at an 
annual clip of 18 per cent, while on the same basis, OECD sales are up ‘just’ 9 per cent.

To put this in better perspective, Canada’s sales of pulses and special crops to emerging markets are running at double the pace of the 
already-aggressive 9 per cent growth in total exports to those markets. It is also a far cry from average 10-year growth of exports to the 
developed world, which, thanks to the Great Recession, is a paltry 1 per cent.

Will this sub-industry’s great record continue? It’s hard to see why not. First, there is little apparent let-up in the growth of the emerging 
market middle class, which is adding tens of millions to their ranks every year. Second, their need for protein can’t likely be met with meat 
alone, and pulses are a great protein substitute. Third, consumers are increasingly switching to non- meat sources of protein. Fourth, there 
have been two regional food shortages in the past decade, highlighting the current delicate balance between demand and supply. Finally, 
there is still scope for market share gains for Canadian product. The list goes on but there is plenty of evidence of growth potential for 
this industry for some time to come.

The bottom line? Canada’s pulses are racing across the planet at a furious pace, completely bucking the slow-growth experience in so 
many other industries and markets. Pulses are increasing the pulses of those in the industry, and onlookers who know they could be 
experiencing the same wild ride of growth. There’s still time to get on – the ride is long from over!

Our Pulses are Racing!
By Peter G Hall, Vice President and Chief Economist
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Canada’s Pension Funds Eye Greenfield Federal 
Infrastructure Investments
Written by Thomson Reuters for the Financial Post on July 06, 2016 and published in the Canadian 
Construction Association newsletter

Canada’s biggest pension funds are prepared to finance the construction of major new federal government infrastructure projects, 
according to senior fund sources, marking a shift from their traditional strategy of avoiding development risk.

Officials with the top funds, which manage $1.1 trillion in assets, are seeking to reduce that risk, telling the Canadian government they 
would like it to provide guarantees on future returns and assurances on costs.

Canadian funds have traditionally preferred buying ‘brownfield’ assets that have already been built and have predictable revenue streams, 
rather than take on potentially higher risk from ‘greenfield’ assets that have yet to be built.

But like their global peers, the Canadian funds face an increasing challenge in finding assets that generate adequate returns.

“‘Greenfield’ does come with a different kind of risk than ‘brownfield’ but it’s a source of value and, by doing it, you’re less susceptible to 
this rollercoaster ride of what’s going on in the equity markets,” the executive said.

Canada’s Liberal government was elected last year pledging to spend billions on infrastructure such as public transport, affordable housing 
or renewable energy to help stimulate the economy.

Reuters reported in February that the government had opened talks with the funds about investing in the projects, the details of which 
have yet to be revealed.

Bankers say private funding for the projects could amount to several times that from the public purse, meaning Canadian pension funds 
could invest tens of billions of dollars.

Canada’s biggest pension plans, which include the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB) and Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, 
pioneered a strategy of directly investing in infrastructure, funding roads, bridges, rail, airports, utilities and pipelines as an alternative 
to bonds and equities.

Their move into ‘greenfield’ investments also places them ahead of international rivals.

Four Canadian funds are now among the top 10 global infrastructure investors. By contrast, U.S. pension funds such as the California 
Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS), began investing directly in infrastructure much later and have invested less.

Britain’s decision to leave the European Union has pushed some government bond yields to record lows and fueled equity market volatility. 
Competition for global infrastructure assets is also intensifying.

Executives stressed that while the government might be keen for them to participate, they will only do so if the terms are right. The 
funds, including the CPPIB which invests on behalf of the national pension plan, have traditionally been fiercely protective of their 
independence.

But they also noted they are under-invested in domestic infrastructure, and local deals would reduce currency risk given they pay out 
benefits in Canadian dollars.

“Canada is the home country for our beneficiaries and of course we would have to look at suitable projects if and when they are ready,” 
said Cressida Hogg, CPPIB’s Global Head of Infrastructure.

For its part, the Canadian government, which declined to comment on the talks, faces a tricky balancing act. It needs to ensure taxpayers 
are not left with a hefty bill if projects go wrong, but also avoid a public backlash if pension funds are seen to have been treated too 
generously.

Ontario Teachers’ CEO Ron Mock said in June that talks were progressing, with the government keen to move ahead, but warned it was 
too early to say when the projects will come to fruition.

“I wouldn’t put a time frame on it at this point but what I would say is we are seeing a lot of movement. We’re seeing at a federal level that 
they’re taking this seriously,” he told Reuters.

Some Canadian funds have already begun to take some ‘greenfield’ risks. Caisse de depot du Quebec, Canada’s second biggest public 
pension fund, agreed in April to invest C$3 billion building a new public transport system in its home province. And Ontario Teachers’ 
has begun making ‘greenfield’ investments in wind, hydro and renewable energy.
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KNOW YOUR WORKSAFELYTM ADVISOR 
It has come to the attention of the MHCA that some CORTM Certified companies, and companies registered for CORTM training, may not 
be clear about the WORKSAFELYTM Regions established to manage safety education and training interests, nor which safety Advisors 
have been assigned to specific regions and, by extension, to companies within the region.

Reproduced below is a spreadsheet of the full WORKSAFELYTM team with all necessary contact information. The safety advisor assigned 
to your company is the one in which you contact regarding audits, and health and safety related questions.

Don Hurst, M.A. (Economics), B.A. (Economics/History)
Director, WORKSAFELY™ Education and Training
E: don@mhca.mb.ca T: 204-594-9051 C: 204-291-4740
Don can be contacted related to any aspect of the WORKSAFELY™ 
program.

Ed Gregory, NCSO 
WORKSAFELY™ Safety Advisor, Southern Region 
E: ed@mhca.mb.ca T: 204-594-9058 C: 204-227-6932
Ed can be reached regarding COR™ inquiries and any health and 
safety related questions.

Randy Olynick, CRSP
WORKSAFELY™ Safety Advisor, Eastern Region
E: randy@mhca.mb.ca T: 204-594-9057 C: 204-295-3876
Randy can be reached regarding COR™ enquiries and any health 
and safety related questions.

Trevor Shwaluk, B.P.E
WORKSAFELY™ Safety Advisor, Central Region
E: trevor@mhca.mb.ca T: 204-594-9061 C: 204-871-0812
Trevor can be reached regarding COR™ inquiries and any health and 
safety related questions.

Terry Didluck, NCSO, OHSA
WORKSAFELY™ Safety Advisor, Western Region
E: terry@mhca.mb.ca C: 204-720-3362
Terry can be reached regarding COR™ inquiries and any health and 
safety related questions.

Dave McPherson
WORKSAFELY™ Safety Advisor, Northern Region
E: dave@mhca.mb.ca C: 204-271-2088
Dave can be reached regarding COR™ inquiries and any health and 
safety related questions.
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Phil McDaniel, OH&S Cert., P. GSC, NCSO, CRM
CORTM Program Development & Quality Control Advisor
E: phil@mhca.mb.ca T: 204-594-9059 C: 204-997-5205
Phil can be reached regarding National Construction Safety 
Officer (NCSO), COR™ inquiries and any health and safety related 
questions.

Jackie Jones, CAE
WORKSAFELY™ COR™ Program, Education and Training Advisor
E: jackie@mhca.mb.ca T: 204-594-9054 C: 204-509-0384
Jackie can be reached regarding Heavy Equipment Operator 
Training (HEOC) and Gold Seal Certification inquiries.

Sarah Higgins, OH&S Cert.
WORKSAFELY™ Client Services Advisor
E: sarah@mhca.mb.ca T: 204-594-9060 C: 204-979-3971
Sarah can be reached regarding any questions related to e-COR™, 
customized safety manuals and general COR™ inquiries. 

Kristen Ranson
WORKSAFELY™ Administrative Assistant
E: Kristen@mhca.mb.ca T: 204-594-9056 C: 204-330-3520
Kristen can be reached regarding training registration, COR™ 
registration and status update inquiries and Gold Seal Certification 
inquiries.

To contact your WORKSAFELY™ Advisor assigned to your area, please see http://www.mhca.mb.ca/worksafely/know-your-advisor/ or  
reference the WORKSAFELY™ Program Regions as named above. 

Please find attached  a WORKSAFELYTM map showing the breakdown of regions as well as the name and contact number of your advisor. 

Feel free to contact any of the above for assistance by phone or email. We will endeavor to respond as quickly as possible to any such 
inquiry.
 

Chris Lorenc B.A., LL.B.
MHCA President
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Training Schedule

TO REGISTER, 
PLEASE CONTACT:

Kristen Ranson 
kristen@mhca.mb.ca

July

Committee/Representative Training 1/2 day PM   Jul 19     MHCA Office
Excavation & Trenching 1/2 day AM    Jul 26     MHCA Office
Train the Trainer       Jul 27     MHCA Office

August

COR™ Leadership in Safety Excellence    Aug 15 - 16    MHCA Office
COR™ Principles of Health & Safety Management   Aug 17     MHCA Office
COR™ Auditor       Aug 18 - 19    MHCA Office
Flagperson 1/2 day AM      Aug 23     MHCA Office
Committee/Representative Training 1/2 day PM   Aug 23     MHCA Office
Traffic Control Coordinator     Aug 24 - 25    MHCA Office
Excavation & Trenching 1/2 day AM    Aug 30     MHCA Office

September

COR™ Leadership in Safety Excellence    Sep 19 - 20    MHCA Office
COR™ Principles of Health & Safety Management   Sep 21     MHCA Office
COR™ Auditor       Sep 22 - 23    MHCA Office
Flagperson 1/2 day AM      Sep 26     MHCA Office
Committee/Representative Training 1/2 day PM   Sep 26     MHCA Office
Traffic Control Coordinator     Sep 27 - 28    MHCA Office
Train the Trainer       Sep 29     MHCA Office
Excavation & Trenching 1/2 day AM    Sep 30     MHCA Office

For the full calendar of upcoming training schedules, visit www.mhca.mb.ca/worksafely



Bullying and harassment affects people differently.  
Reactions may include one or any combination of the 
following:
• impaired concentration or capacity to make 

decisions, which could lead to safety hazards (such 
as lack of attention when working with dangerous 
equipment)

• distress, anxiety, sleep loss or the potential for 
substance abuse

• physical illness
• reduced work performance 
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Workplace Bullying and 
Harassment

Workplace bullying and harassment is a safety and 
health issue that can compromise the mental and 
physical health and safety of workers.  
Harassment is defined as objectionable conduct that 
creates a risk to the health of a worker or severe 
conduct that adversely affects a worker’s psychological 
or physical well-being.
Bullying and harassing behavior can include:
• verbal or written abuse or threats
• personal ridicule
• malicious or uncalled for interference with 

another’s work
• spreading malicious rumours
Reasonable day-to-day actions by a manager or 
supervisor that help manage, guide or direct workers 
or the workplace is not harassment.  Appropriate 
employee performance reviews or discipline by a 
supervisor or manger is not harassment.

Employer duties include the following:
• not engage in bullying and harassment
• develop a written policy and action plan to prevent 

harassment in the workplace
• develop and implement procedures for reporting 

incidents and complaints
• ensure all workers and supervisors know and follow 

the harassment prevention policy at all times
Worker duties include the following:
• act in a reasonable manner in the workplace
• report if harassment is observed or experienced
• comply 

and apply 
with the 
employer’s 
policies and 
procedures 
on bullying 
and 
harassment

Does your workplace currently have a harassment 
prevention policy?

SAFETY TALK

Bullying and harassment can also effect the overall 
workplace and may include the following:
• reduced efficiency and productivity, due to poor 

staff morale
• increased stress and tensions between workers
• high absenteeism rates
• higher turnover, resulting in higher recruitment 

costs
• higher levels of client dissatisfaction

  Thought Provoking Questions

Risk Assessment/Hazards

Control Measures/Safeguards

Thought Provoking Questions

ST 714-16
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Information taken from the IHSA Safety Talks Book

Skin Hazards - Irritant Contact
Dermatitis

• Materials on the jobsite that directly damage the 
skin can cause irritant contact dermatitis (ICD).

• Check the label of controlled products for phrases 
such as “skin sensitization” or “skin irritant”.

• Wear gloves and other protective equipment 
specific to the hazard.

• Avoid using solvents when washing your hands, 
and apply hand cream to your skin to avoid drying 
and cracking.

Risk Assessment/Hazards
Irritant contact dermatitis (ICD) is caused by materials 
that directly damage the skin. Skin becomes dry and 
tight, swells up, cracks, and can become painful. Hands 
and forearms are most often affected.
Common causes of ICD on the jobsite include
• caustics and acids;
• chlorinated solvents;
• wet concrete;
• calcium hydroxide;
• excessive hand washing;
• excess friction; and
• hot and cold weather
You can be at risk of developing ICD from substances 
that
• land on your clothes and seep through to your skin;
• fall into your boots and stay there;
• land on your skin in tight spots such as under your 

wrist watch; and
• spash and land onto your face and neck.
ICD can affect you after just a day of heavy contact or 
after a longer period of low exposure.

Demonstrate:

Ask the crew to inspect their hands for signs of 
dryness, redness, flaking or cracking. These are early 
signs of dermatitis and indicate the need for stronger 
skin protection measures.
Show workers the proper types of gloves and how to 
prevent materials from contacting their skin or getting 
trapped in clothing.

Control Measures
/Safe Guards:
• Know the skin hazards on the jobsite. Read the 

label or material safety data sheet (MSDS/SDS) 
for a controlled product before using it. Look for 
phrases such as “skin sensitization” or “skin 
irritant”.

• Use gloves and other protective equipment 
specific to the hazard (constult with MSDS/SDS).

• Don’t use solvents when washing your hands.
• Apply hand cream to prevent your skin from 

drying out.
• Inspect your clothing throughout the shift for 

contamination, in particular your knees, forearms, 
and boots. If contaminated, change into dry 
clothing and wash the affected area.

• If working with wet concrete, tape the top of your 
boots to your pants, and tape your gloves to your 
wrists to prevent contact.

Just the Facts:



 

 

 

        

We endeavour to provide our partners and stakeholders in Click Before You Dig MB (CBYDMB) 
with the best service at all times. Of course, there are going to be times when things don’t go 
according to plan or when you will have questions about the process.  That is why our Support 
Team is here to assist. 

In order that we may best serve our customers, we have established support processes in place 
for various circumstances. We provide a variety of channels through which support can be 
accessed, and we have a standardized escalation procedure that allows us to respond to critical 
incidences consistently and effectively. 

Please take the time to review the Support documentation we have provided here. Familiarize 
yourself with the appropriate point of contact for reaching out to us for answers and for getting 
immediate help when you experience any critical technical issues. 

The first point of contact for any non-critical issues is to email us at: 

Info@ClickBeforeYouDigMB.com 

Be sure to include as much detail as you can in your initial email so that the Support Team can 
direct your request to the correct party for resolution. Once you have placed your request, your 
case will be assigned a Support Ticket Number. That ticket number allows us to track any actions 
taken regarding your request, and to escalate your request accordingly if it has not been 
addressed in a reasonable amount of time. 

It is important to us that we provide you with the best possible service and that you know we 
are here to assist you 24/7. By following the support flow charts in this document, you will help 
us meet our commitment to you. 
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To read the full document, including flow charts, visit:
 http://www.mhca.mb.ca/media/industry-news-reports
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Western Canada Roadbuilders &  
Heavy Construction Association  

2017 Convention 

HOLD THE DATE
Sunday, January 29, to Wednesday, February 1, 2017

JW Marriott Los Cabos Beach Resort & Spa
Los Cabos, Mexico

www.wcrhca.org

Proudly hosted by:


